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Introduction
The Real-Time News Analysis (RTNA) initiative attempts to glean meaningful information from online news and blog articles. RTNA employs an application to automatically scrape article body text from a collection of regional and international news sources. The scraped text has been subjected to such processing as keyword filtering, translation to English, or clustering and visualization by news topic areas. These applications require the integrity of scraped articles to be fully maintained, a formidable task given the formatting markup in Web page source files.
Typically, source files are marked up in some dialect of the Standard Generalized Markup Language, such as Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) or Extensible HTML. In these languages, elements of a page are delimited by opening and closing tags and represent nodes of a hierarchical document structure. Tags convey how a document should be displayed in a Web browser but do not describe the relationships or meanings of the formatted text, making dataaware content selection nearly impossible.
To scrape a source file, the article text must first be located in the source's document hierarchy; the text must be differentiated from nonarticle text elements. This task is made difficult by news sites that fill their article pages with menus, advertisements, pictures, captions, and embedded scripts. Such extraneous page elements provide rich visual cues outlining an article's body for a human reader, but computers have no knowledge of such implicit data descriptors and must be explicitly programmed to associate specific document structural characteristics with data characteristics.
The Scraper application, written in Java, * implements the htmlparser † package to form a hierarchical representation of an article's source file in memory. In this hierarchy, each page element is a node and can be uniquely identified by its position in the document; node position is specified in terms of depth and relation to other nodes. The Scraper defines a filter ‡ for all text nested between opening and closing paragraph tags, <p> and </p>, including text further nested in children elements of these paragraphs. The application's static approach works well if a source file's paragraph tags happen to contain article text and no extraneous page elements. However, this scenario is far from universal. Article text is frequently nested in nonparagraph nodes, in which case, the text would not be scraped. Such an omission is termed deletion; insertion refers to the case where nonarticle text nested in paragraph nodes is scraped, even if actual article text is also scraped. Insertions and deletions prevent the Scraper application from extracting article text of high integrity.
The assessment described in the following sections evaluated the degree to which the scraped articles experience integrity loss. Section 2 outlines the assessment's design, implementation, and expectations. Observed results are discussed in section 3, including implications for Scraper performance and the effects of errors and bias. Section 4 recommends that a follow-up performance assessment be conducted and suggests improved design and domain sets. Section 5 provides conclusions.
Performance Assessment
To determine the integrity of scraped documents and with what frequency they were acceptable for further use in the RTNA application, this assessment was engineered to evaluate how well the Scraper performed when compared to a human performing comparable functionality. The data sets and performance metrics used in the assessment are described in the following subsections, as are the implementation methodologies and Scraper performance expectations.
Data Sets
One thousand news articles were compiled from over 300 unique news and blog domains and comprised the source file set. Seven hundred ninety-seven * of these articles were each scraped twice (once by the RTNA Scraper and once by a human control scraper) and resulted in a scraped document and ground truth document, † respectively. Each scraped document was outputted by the Scraper and contained article text selected by the application; this text was scraped from a source file and saved to the scraped document directory. An arguments list was input at runtime and specified the locations of the text file's source and the directory in which the file was saved. The scraped document set was subjected to evaluation as representation of Scraper performance.
The ground truth document set was held as the "correctly" scraped collection and, as such, was the control group; it comprised 1000 text files generated by three human scrapers. Any discrepancies between text selected by the Scraper and text selected by the human control group were attributed to Scraper error. Each source's uniform resource locator (URL) was pasted to the first line of a new ground truth text file. A Web browser was then directed to the source's * The Scraper was run 797 times, once for each ground truth document whose first line contained a valid, reachable URL. Section 2.5 discusses why some ground truth documents failed to meet this criterion.
† A scraped document and ground truth document deriving from the same source article are collectively called a document pair.
URL. From the displayed page, article body text was manually selected by a human scraper and pasted to the same text file, starting below the first line.
Performance Metrics
To evaluate how similar the Scraper's performance was to comparable human performance, an appropriate metric was necessary to evaluate how similar text automatically scraped from an article's source file was to that selected by a human viewing the same source file in a browser. The similarities of all document pairs were measured by Levenshtein's edit-distance metric, an algorithm * which calculates the minimum total number of operations (insertions, deletions, or substitutions of single characters) required to transform a scraped document into its ground truth document pair.
1 The implementation of Levenshtein's algorithm used for the assessment returned a normalized, floating point similarity score between 0.0 and 1.0, inclusively, such that 0.0 indicated completely dissimilar documents and 1.0 indicated identical documents.
Document Preprocessing
The use of an edit-distance metric necessitated certain preprocessing of both document sets because of bias introduced while generating the ground truth set. New line, tab, and other whitespace string literals in the source files were placed at risk for translation and decoding differences resulting from the use of multiple text editors and browsers for compiling ground truth documents. Such differences could have caused identical characters to be incorrectly deemed dissimilar, or vice versa, by the edit-distance algorithm. Consequently, the ground truth document set was assumed to be biased because no standard dictating uniform browser and text editor usage was followed during the set's compilation.
To mitigate this likely bias, whitespace literals and other problematic characters were removed from all documents before the assessment was conducted. This removal had no significant impact on results obtained in the assessment because whitespace contributed nothing to the meaning of scraped article content, with the exception of meaning derived by word separations. Levenshtein's edit-distance algorithm determined the similarity of document pairs by comparing characters, not words, so removing whitespace between words had no negative effect on the similarity scores obtained. In fact, doing so increased the assessment's objectivity because it eliminated insignificant document differences that could have impacted similarity scores.
To remove whitespace characters, each document from the scraped and ground truth sets was encoded by UTF-8, a format chosen for its ability to represent any Unicode character and identical byte code representation of all 128 ASCII characters. ASCII, a subset of Unicode, is by * The implementation of Levenshtein's edit-distance algorithm used in this assessment was part of the SimMetrics package and was obtained from www.sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics. far the most widely used character set on the web and is accurately encoded and decoded by UTF-8. All whitespace and non-ASCII characters were removed from each document. By doing so, the impact of bias incurred during ground truth document compilation was reasonably limited.
Expectations
The authors' expectations for this assessment were modest. Based on knowledge of the Scraper's mechanics-namely, its filter for all text in paragraph nodes-highly polarized performance was expected. Each source file was predicted to be a hit or a miss; either the article text would be nested in a paragraph node or it would be nested somewhere else. The Scraper was expected to perform very well in the former case and very poorly in the latter, but there were no predictions as to how the documents would be distributed within these categories.
Among documents for which the Scraper's performance was neither very poor nor very good, insertions were expected to be more numerous than deletions, and substitutions were expected to be nearly nonexistent. Such mediocre performance would result in partially similar documents, as inserted text would likely consist of nonarticle text elements located in paragraph nodes that were scraped. If these nodes also contained article text, the scraped document would be partially similar to its corresponding ground truth document. Deletions, on the other hand, would likely occur if the article text was located in nonparagraph nodes, in which case, the scraped document would be highly dissimilar because none of the sought-after text would be selected.
Integrity loss was expected to occur because of errors in determining the location of article text within a source file. Text mislocation could feasibly cause both insertions and deletions. However, only insertions would result in mediocre performance. Substitutions would not occur from such a mislocation but would result from a character misrepresentation. The Scraper has no functionality for transforming characters, so such an error was judged unlikely to occur. Nonetheless, Levenshtein's edit-distance algorithm looks for the minimum total number of operations needed to transform a scraped document into its corresponding ground truth document. If an insertion and deletion were made at the same location in two paired documents, a substitution would be recorded by the algorithm, regardless of whether the error was actually made.
Implementation
A Python module was written to automate all evaluation tasks: preprocessing both document sets, downloading local copies of each source file, calling the Scraper while managing its input and output, calculating document similarities by invoking Levenshtein's algorithm, sorting and categorizing results, outputting results in multiple perspectives, and finally, tracking errors at each step of the assessment. In addition to these core functionalities, several scripts for automatically graphing the results were incorporated by implementing elements of the ReportLab toolkit.
* While developing and testing the module to carry out this assessment, a number of errors in the ground truth document set came to light. Some documents were missing URLs from their first lines, and others contained correctly placed but improperly formed URLs. Both types of faults were attributed to human error. An additional group of ground truth documents contained correctly placed, valid URLs that could not be reached. The source files of these documents presumably had been removed from their previous locations or were temporarily unreachable because of network problems (e.g., web server failures or lost request packets).
Only documents which contained correctly placed, valid URLs were included in the ground truth document set. For record-keeping purposes, those documents not included in the set were assigned one of two error codes-INVALID URL or UNREACHABLE URL. The error codes SCRAPER FAILURE and SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE were devised as catch-all labels for any errors that might occur during a call to one of the embedded Java executables, Scraper and SimilarityTest. †
The assessment took about 3 hr to process on a higher-end Dell Pentium 4 workstation running Microsoft XP. Upon completion, several text and comma-separated value files were output to the results directory summarizing the distribution of observed ‡ similarity scores and errors of the expected document set, § the similarity scores of each observed document pair, the definition and numeric flag of each error code, and a list of unique domains from which the observed ground truth documents were taken.
Results
Similarity scores were observable for a much smaller data set than expected. Many of the original ground truth documents were unobservable due to invalid, unreachable URLs and errors in calculating pair similarities. For the remaining document pairs, similarity scores were successfully calculated and revealed clear patterns in the Scraper's performance. Table 1 summarizes the breakdown of the evaluated document set into observed and unobserved subsets. The observed document pairs were broken into five similarity score subranges, defined in the appendix (A-1). No SCRAPER FAILURE errors were recorded. * The ReportLab Toolkit modules implemented for graphing assessment results were obtained from http://www.reportlab.org/.
† SimilarityTest interfaced Levenshtein's edit-distance algorithm. ‡ The observed document set consisted of those document pairs for which similarity scores were successfully calculated. § The expected document set consisted of all ground truth documents for which the calculation of similarity scores was expected. Errors prevented the calculation of scores for many documents in this set. A total of 203 ground truth documents caused INVALID URL and UNREACHABLE URL errors. Both errors types prevented the documents' source files from being recovered, rendering the documents useless. Each document that caused one of these errors was flagged for removal, reducing the size of the evaluated document set * to 797.
SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE Errors
SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE errors prevented the observation of an additional 226 document pairs because their similarity scores could not be calculated. Console outputs associated with each occurrence of this memory failure suggested the system's maximum recursion depth had been exceeded by the SimilarityTest process but did not indicate why. SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE errors could be explained, even in the absence of explicit error descriptions, by applying general knowledge of the dynamic programming techniques used in Levenshtein's editdistance algorithm.
To calculate the minimum total edit-distance of two strings, s1 and s2, the algorithm constructs a two-dimensional matrix with m rows and n columns where m and n are the lengths of s1 and s2, respectively. Each cell, d(i,j), in the matrix stores the minimum total edit-distance between the first ith characters of s1 and the first jth characters of s2. The minimum total edit-distance of s1 and s2, d(m,n), is calculated last and stored in the bottom, right-hand cell, d(m,n). The distance stored in d(i,j) is defined by the recurrence relation in equation 1:
., m .
and j 1, 2, ..., n ∈ ⎬ (1) * The evaluated document set consisted of all expected documents for which corresponding scraped documents were successfully obtained.
This relation defines a ternary-recursive routine
2 and signifies rapid exponential growth as a function of m and n. Given this time-complexity, the SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE errors were attributed to large document pair string lengths. The desktop system on which this assessment was conducted simply could not compute the edit distances of the largest document pairs, which contained many thousands of characters.
Observed Similarity Scores
The similarity scores for 571 document pairs were computed. These scores, as a whole, indicated high levels of integrity loss in most documents returned by the Scraper application and, consequently, signify unacceptable overall performance. The observed similarity scores summarized in table 1 are visually represented in figure 1. Documents with high integrity loss failed to convey concepts or keywords present in the articles and were unacceptable for use in a project for which the primary objective was information inference. A threshold was chosen specifying that a scraped document of acceptable integrity be at least 80% similar to its corresponding ground truth document. The Scraper's overall performance was acceptable only if a majority * of the scraped document set fell above the threshold.
2 Allison, L. Dynamic Programming Algorithm (DPA) for Edit-Distance. http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/~lloyd /tildeAlgDS/Dynamic/Edit/ (accessed 22 January 2007).
* A majority of the scraped document set was defined as more than half. Since the similarity scores of 571 documents were observed, the scores of at least 286 documents needed to fall above the set threshold for acceptable overall performance.
This threshold, arbitrarily chosen, may actually be too low. A scraped document omitting 20% of its source article's content could very well be unacceptable for the intended use. If most of the scraped documents fell above the threshold, the Scraper's performance could still be unacceptable, but if most fell below the threshold, the Scraper's performance would clearly be unacceptable. However, no integrity threshold was established for the content analyzed in the RTNA project, so a generous one was chosen.
By examining the observed similarity scores, it was concluded that the Scraper performed unacceptably, even though more document pairs had similarity scores in subrange 1 than any other individual subrange. Three-hundred six scraped articles experienced unacceptable integrity loss, but only 225 were acceptably scraped. More than half of the observed document pairs were found to be unacceptably dissimilar because their similarity scores fell below the 80% threshold. As this threshold was forgiving to even moderate integrity loss, the Scraper's failure to perform above it cannot be interpreted as anything but unacceptable.
The expectation of highly polarized Scraper performance was not realized because a substantial number of scraped document pairs had mediocre similarity scores that were neither highly similar nor highly dissimilar. The documents in these pairs were at least 20% and no more than 80% similar. However, the application's performance was not wholly unexpected. Similarity score subranges 1 and 5 each had larger document pair memberships than any of the other three subranges. Specifically, 357 pairs had similarity scores in subranges 1 and 5, while only 214 pairs had scores that fell in subranges 2, 3, and 4. These figures signify at least slightly polarized Scraper performance.
Expectations regarding the frequency with which specific edit operations would occur could not be verified directly because the edit-distance algorithm implemented in this assessment returned only the minimum total operations made, from which there was no way to determine the specific breakdown of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. Regardless, it was observed that many scraped documents of mediocre similarity contained more characters than their corresponding ground truth documents. This trend was consistent with the expectation that more insertions would result in mediocre similarity scores than deletions or substitutions. These scraped documents likely derived from source files whose article text was located in paragraph nodes along with extraneous text elements, all of which were scraped.
Bias
The results of this assessment were biased by inconsistent and error-prone ground truth compilation methods and by the use of a recursive edit-distance algorithm that caused a subset of the evaluated documents to be underrepresented. These sources of bias may have affected results, favorably or unfavorably, and must be considered to temper the performance implications of observed similarity scores.
The ground truth document set was compiled by three human scrapers who had different methodologies for selecting page elements to include in ground truth article text. Links, captions, advertisements, editorial notes, and time stamps were among the elements that were incorrectly included in ground truth documents. These elements often interspersed article columns and were selected nonuniformly by the human scrapers because no standard was established dictating which elements should be scraped.
The three distinct text selection methodologies used very likely biased similarity scores in this assessment, but it was not recorded which individual compiled each document. As a result, no correlations could be observed between document pair similarities and the individuals who compiled the pairs' ground truth documents. Such correlations likely existed and manifested as a higher incidence of insertions in some scraped documents and deletions in others, respectively corresponding to selection methodologies that included fewer page elements in article text and methodologies that included more.
Assessment results were further biased because the recursively implemented edit-distance algorithm failed to calculate similarity scores of long strings. The algorithm reached recursion depths that exceeded system capabilities and threw SIMILARITY TEST FAILURE errors when passed large documents. These errors prevented more than a quarter of the evaluated document set from being observed but were not evenly distributed among evaluated documents; the vast majority were caused by the largest 226 documents. Thus, similarity scores were not representative of overall Scraper performance but of performance on smaller documents only. Consequently, results were biased by the underrepresentation of a document subset on which the Scraper's performance would likely have differed.
Recommendations
While this assessment was primarily conducted to evaluate the Scraper's performance for RTNA, explanations as to why the application performed as it did would have enabled Scraper improvement. Insufficiently detailed results and an extremely diverse article set provided no causal explanations, so recommendations for Scraper improvements could not be made. Instead, a follow-on assessment was recommended to examine why the Scraper performed unacceptably and what modifications could be made to increase its performance.
The similarities of document pairs in each subrange reflected common structural characteristics of the pairs' source files. Based on these similarities, the Scraper's filter had similar success locating article text. Furthermore, source files sharing common characteristics had an increased likelihood of being from the same domain or similarly structured domains vs. files with few shared characteristics. Given these truths, Scraper performance could have been observed as a function of domain or in terms of the structural characteristics of source files from a domain.
Unfortunately, fewer than two observed pairs came from any single domain, so no correlations could be calculated between Scraper performance and the structural characteristics of scraped articles. Correlations could have been calculated if document pairs came from a much smaller domain set.
The edit-distance metric used was also not helpful for explaining Scraper performance. The metric only held implications for a document pair's similarity and did not detail the minimal combination of insertions, deletions, and substitutions (the sum of which equated to the pair's edit distance) needed to transform a scraped document into its corresponding ground truth document. Without knowledge of the specific edit operations necessary for document transformations, no inferences could be made as to whether the Scraper omitted portions of article text from imperfectly scraped documents or injected nonarticle text into them. An injection of nonarticle text would have indicated the Scraper's filter needed refinement to more selectively scrape text from paragraph nodes. An omission of article text would have indicated the range from which the filter selected text was too restrictive and should be broadened.
Since components of the Scraper and its filter responsible for the integrity loss of scraped articles were not identified at the assessment's conclusion, explanations could not be given for the Scraper's poor performance, nor could recommendations for improved performance. The problematic aspects of this assessment's design and implementation were identified, making a follow-on assessment of the Scraper's performance the recommended course of action. Such an assessment, to enable improvement of the Scraper, must determine the causal relationships linking the application's performance to the integrity of scraped documents.
The follow-on assessment should be modified to minimize error occurrences and to yield more useful results. Modifications should include establishing a standard for compiling the ground truth document set, restricting source articles to a set of fewer than 10 unique domains, and implementing an iterative edit-distance algorithm which would not exceed system recursion depths. Another modification should be determining a breakdown of operations made while calculating each document pair's edit distance. An iterative algorithm implementation would necessitate certain design considerations to accommodate for the greatly increased time and space-complexities achieved during each distance calculation. The follow-on assessment would need to be conducted on a higher-performance system. If conducted as just described, the follow-on assessment would observe similarity scores for a much higher percentage of the expected documents and include the unnormalized sums of each edit operation and the normalized similarity scores. Normalized scores would be used as they were in this assessment-to group the observed document pairs into similarity score subranges and count the number of unique domains represented by pairs in each subrange. Unnormalized operation sums would then be used to correlate the structural characteristics of observed document pair source files and the subranges into which the pairs were grouped.
Conclusion
Given the project's objectives, the Scraper application's performance was deemed unacceptable for use by RTNA because scraped online news articles observed in the assessment experienced unacceptable integrity loss. It was not determined why the Scraper performed as it did because the implemented edit-distance algorithm did not detail the errors responsible for integrity loss and was unable to evaluate the largest scraped articles. Also, the set of unique domains from which the observed articles derived was too large for any correlations to be observed between the structural characteristics of source files and the integrity of article text scraped from them.
Improvements to the application could not be recommended because causes of the Scraper's unacceptable performance were not identifiable by the analysis tool. A follow-on assessment is needed to further investigate why the Scraper incorrectly selected the article text of so many observed source files. 
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Appendix. Similarity Scores
